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Citation for collective manuals: Infectious Diseases Research Collaboration & ACT Consortium, London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine (2011). The ACT PRIME Trainer and Learner Manuals.

A citation for each manual is provided in the front cover of that manual.

The use of content from these manuals for all non-commercial education, training and information purposes is encouraged, including translation, quotation and reproduction, in any medium, but the content must not be changed and full acknowledgement of the source must be clearly stated. A copy of any resulting product with such content should be sent to The ACT Consortium, London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, Keppel Street, London WC1E 7HT or sarah.staedke@lshtm.ac.uk and clare.chandler@lshtm.ac.uk. Permission is required for adaptation of the content of these manuals; please contact the investigators listed above directly.

These trainer and learner manuals are not for sale. The use of any information or content whatsoever from it for publicity or advertising, or for any commercial or income-generating purpose, is strictly prohibited. No elements of these manuals, in part or in whole, may be used to promote any specific individual, entity or product, in any manner whatsoever.